In the last decade, two revolutionary concepts in nano magnetism emerged from research for storage technologies and advanced information processing. The first suggests the use of magnetic domain walls (DWs) in ferromagnetic nanowires to permanently store information in DW racetrack memories 1 . The second proposes a hardware realisation of neuromorphic computing in nanomagnets using nonlinear magnetic oscillations in the GHz range 2,3 . Both ideas originate from the transfer of angular momentum from conduction electrons to localised spins in ferromagnets 4,5 , either to push data encoded in DWs along nanowires or to sustain magnetic oscillations in artificial neurones. Even though both concepts share a common ground, they live on very different time scales which rendered them incompatible so far. Here, we bridge both ideas by demonstrating the excitation of magnetic autooscillations inside nano-scale DWs using pure spin currents.
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The spin-tranfer-torque (STT) effect discovered in 1996 by Slonczewski and Berger 4, 5 allows the manipulation of localised magnetic moments in a ferromagnet by the transfer of spin angular momentum from spin polarised conduction electrons. The direction of the magnetisation can either be switched permanently 6 or can be forced to oscillate at radio frequencies 7 . Quite soon thereafter it was recognised that a charge current in a ferromagnet, which is intrinsically spin polarised, can move magnetic domain walls (DWs) in nanowires 8 . This gave rise to the idea of the magnetic racetrack memory 1 and, quite recently, current induced skyrmion motion [9] [10] [11] . While these schemes target nonvolatile, long term data storage, the STT effect in spin-torque nano-oscillators can be exploited to drive magnetic auto-oscillations 12 and, eventually, to radiate spin waves 13 by compensating the intrinsic magnetic damping. Another leap was the development of spin-Hall nano-oscillators (SHNO) 26, 27 in which pure spin currents are generated via the spin-Hall effect (SHE) [14] [15] [16] [17] and by which even propagating spin waves are excited 18, 19 . This puts SHNOs at the heart of magnonics [20] [21] [22] which proposes a novel type of low energy, non boolean computing based on magnons, the quanta of spin waves, as carriers of information 23 or even neuromorphic computing 3 based on the nonlinear character of magnonic auto-oscillations. In a previous work, we demonstrated that DWs can channel magnons in an effective magnetic potential well 24 . This raised the question if a magnetic DW can potentially be a self-organized, movable SHNO.
In order for the STT effect to counteract the intrinsic magnetic damping, the magnetisation M has to have a component antiparallel to the polarisation P of the injected spin current I s with density J s . Due to spindependent scattering associated with the SHE, a charge current I c with density J c flowing in a heavy metal is converted into a transverse pure spin current with J s ⊥ J c ⊥ P (Fig. 1a) . In a conventional nanowire, therefore, an ex- 28 . However, the sizes are limited by lithography and the position of the active area is fixed. To overcome these limitations, we investigated the excitation of autooscillations inside magnetic DWs which bring multiple benefits: they can be created and destroyed dynamically, are very small, inherently exhibit M⊥ J c and can easily be moved by electric currents, lasers, and small magnetic fields. This Letter demonstrates the possibility to drive strongly localised magnon auto-oscillations inside 90
• DWs before they are moved by current induced DW motion.
At the heart of any SHNO is a bilayer stack of a heavy metal in direct contact to a ferromagnet ( Fig. 1) .
In our experiments, we use Cr(1.5)/Pt (7) (5) contacts allow for the application of a direct charge current I c with density J c . All thicknesses are given in nanometers. As is depicted in Fig. 1a , the SHE in Pt converts J c into a transverse pure spin current I s with density J s and polarity P. For a parallel (anti-parallel) orientation of P and M, the STT leads to an increased (decreased) effective damping of the magnetisation dynamics in the CoFeB. To reproducibly control the formation of a DW, we pattern the functional stack to a 370-nm wide zig-zag shaped nanowire with two 90
• bends, as highlighted in light green in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image in Fig. 1b . In order to define the magnetic ground state, the sample can be saturated by an external magnetic field H ext applied along the y-axis.
First, we saturated the structure at µ 0 H ext = 500 mT and then reduced the value to µ 0 H ext = 86 mT. In Fig. 2a ,b, we plot the simulated x-and y-component of the magnetisation in the resulting equilibrium state. As can be seen from the M y -component (Fig. 2b) , the magnetisation in the centre of the nanowire width aligns along the external field. Only at the boundaries, the magnetic moments line up with the edges to reduce the demagnetisation field, as evidenced by the non-vanishing M x -component in Fig. 2a . This state results in M⊥ J c only inside the 90
• bends at positions A and B. In the straight parts of the nanowire, J c flows at a 45
• angle with respect to M, which strongly reduces the efficiency of the STT and, thus, the excitation of auto-oscillations.
To observe these auto-oscillations, we use spaceresolved Brillouin light scattering (BLS) microscopy 29 . In Fig. 2c,d , we plot the BLS intensity that was measured at positions A and B, respectively, as a function of the BLS frequency and the applied charge current which was swept consecutively from −0.1 to −5 mA and from 0.1 to 5 mA. For negative currents, no auto-oscillations are excited because P M which leads to an increased effective damping. For positive currents, however, P is antiparallel to M, and at I c > 2.2 mA one auto-oscillation mode is detected at a frequency of about 9 GHz. For I c > 3.4 mA, even two modes are observed, starting at 9.6 GHz and 10.2 GHz. All modes show a negative frequency shift with increasing I c which is expected for inplane magnetised SHNOs 12 .
In order to illustrate the spatial character of the excited auto-oscillations, we picked a direct current of I c = 4 mA at µ 0 H ext = 86 mT. At this specific current, two autooscillations are excited at 9.3 and 9.9 GHz. The spatial intensity distributions in Fig. 2e,f show a strong localisation of the 9.3 GHz mode at the apex whereas the mode at 9.9 GHz is much more diverged. The localisation is related to the changing angle between J c and M as well as the slightly increased current density at the 90
• bends.
Up to now, we always applied an external mag- In between the consecutive current sweeps, the sample was saturated to ensure the proper domain configuration. Insets in d show the two-dimensional BLS intensity distributions of auto-oscillations excited in the remanent state at 2.6 and 3.5 GHz for Ic = 4 mA. e, Micromagnetic simulations of the current sweep (left) and the temporal evolution (right) of the amplitudes of the simulated auto-oscillation modes excited at 2.6 and 3.5 GHz for a half cycle with Ic = 4 mA.
netic field in order to drive auto-oscillations within the nanowire. In the next step, we prepared a magnetic transverse DW at the 90 bends. Therefore, we again saturated the nanowire at µ 0 H ext = 500 mT but then reduced the external magnetic field to zero. Figure 3a depicts the resulting remanent state of the nanowire as derived from micromagnetic simulations. The shape anisotropy directs the magnetisation to align along the nanowire, which creates a head-to-head (tail-to-tail) DW at position A (B), respectively. The domain configuration in the remanent state is also confirmed by magnetic force microscopy (MFM) in Fig. 3b . The bright (dark) contrast at position A (B) in the dF z /dz-signal confirms the formation of DWs where F z is the z component of the magnetostatic tip-sample interaction.
In the straight parts of the nanowire, the charge current flows along the magnetisation ( J c M) so that no auto-oscillations can be excited. Only inside the DWs at positions A and B, the direct current and the magnetisation are aligned perpendicularly so that we expect to observe auto-oscillations only in these narrow regions.
When we apply currents between −0.1 and −5 mA and measure the BLS intensities inside the DWs at positions A and B (see Fig. 3c,d respectively) , we again see no auto-oscillations due to increased damping in this direction. For positive currents, however, we observe two auto-oscillation modes at 2.6 and 3.5 GHz. These modes do not show a pronounced negative frequency shift and one of them is in fact strongly localised to the DW, as is confirmed by spatially resolved BLS microscopy (see insets in Fig. 3d) . The experimental results are further corroborated by micromagnetic simulations in Fig. 3e , which show the localisation of both modes and a node in the dynamic magnetisation profile of the higher frequency mode.
We would like to stress the fact that for I c > 4.5 mA the measured BLS intensity at positions A and B abruptly disappears. Indeed, this is still the case when we decrease the current again. Only a repeated saturation and relaxation of the sample, as described before, restores the auto-oscillations. This illustrates that for I c > 4.5 mA the DWs are removed from the apexes due to the current-induced DW motion. For lower currents, this motion is suppressed by the dipolar pinning of the DWs at the apexes. One can exploit this motion with a precise current pulse, e. g., to shift one DW from position A to position B.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that a pinned transversal DW is able to work as a nano-sized spintorque oscillator. Once prepared, this oscillator is able to perform at zero external magnetic field. Moreover, the auto-oscillations appear at current densities at which the current-induced DW motion not yet sets in. In other words, the DW oscillates at GHz frequencies before it moves. In principle, the ratio of these two thresholds can be tuned by changing the relative thicknesses or materials of the functional layers. If desired, the DW motion could also be completely shut off by replacing the metallic ferromagnet with an insulating one. On the other hand, the combination of auto-oscillations and current-induced DW motion yields various possibilities for research in fundamental DW physics as well as for applications. One could think of using moveable DW spin-torque oscillators in networks to achieve more flexibility in synchronisation or frequency locking or even further advance concepts for magnetic racetrack memories or neuromorphic computing.
METHODS
Sample Preparation. A zigzag structure was fabricated from Cr(1.5)/Pt(7)/Co 40 Fe 40 B 20 (5)/Cr(1.5) mul-tilayer on Si/SiO 2 substrate using electron beam lithography, magnetron sputtering and lift off. On the zigzag structure, a pair of electric contacts was made from a Ta(5)/Cu(150)/Ta(5) multilayer to inject a direct current to the Pt layer. All thicknesses are given in nanometres.
Magnetic force microscopy. In order to prepare the remanent state, an external field of µ 0 H ext = 500 mT was applied and slowly reduced to zero before starting MFM measurements. The measurements were performed in a Nanoscan high resolution magnetic force microscope in high vacuum using a high aspect ratio MFM probe (Team Nanotec HR-MFM45 with ML1 coating and a spring constant of 0.7 N/m). The local tip-sample distance was 82 nm.
Micromagnetic simulation The micromagnetic ground states as well as the auto-oscillation modes were obtained using the code from the GPU-based finitedifference micromagnetic package MuMax3. 30 The material parameters used in the simulations include the saturation magnetization µ 0 M s = 1.28 T, exchange stiffness of A ex = 20 pJ/m, and damping parameter α = 0.001. We ran the simulations for a geometry with a lateral size of 4000×3000×5 nm 3 , and unit cell size 3.90625×3.90625×5 nm 3 . Absorbing boundary conditions in the form of a smooth increase of the damping profile are applied to the open edges of the nanowire to avoid artifacts from spin-wave reflection. The direct charge current transport were simulated using COMSOL Multiphysics (www.comsol.com) using layer resistivities of 90 µΩcm and 11.2 µΩcm for CoFeB and Pt, respectively. The current profile and the Oersted field are then supplied to MuMax3, taking into account a spin-Hall angle of θ SH =0.08 and the calculated spatial distribution of the spin current polarization. The auto-oscillation spectra were obtained by applying a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to the net x component of the total magnetization, simulated over 100 ns. The spatial profiles of the autooscillation modes are constructed via an FFT for each simulation cell 31 . The auto-oscillation modes show very similar profiles and frequencies as the linear modes excited with a field pulse at zero current, in other words the DW auto-oscillations nucleate from linear modes, similar to the high frequency modes in other SHNOs 32 .
Brillouin light scattering microscopy. All measurements were performed at room temperature. The auto-oscillation intensity is locally recorded by means of BLS microscopy. This method is based on the inelastic scattering of light and magnetic oscillations. Light from a continuous wave, single-frequency 532-nm solid-state laser is focused on the sample surface using a high numerical aperture microscope lens giving a spatial resolution of 340 nm. The laser power on the sample surface is typically about 1 mW. The frequency shift of the inelastically scattered light is analysed using a six-pass Fabry-Perot interferometer TFP-2 (JRS Scientific Instruments). To record two-dimensional maps of the intensity distribution, the sample is moved via a high-precision translation stage (10-nm step size, Newport). The sample position is continuously monitored with a CCD camera using the same microscope lens. A home-built active stabilisation algorithm based on picture recognition allows for controlling the sample position with respect to the laser focus with a precision better than 20 nm.
